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Date: 13th September 2019 Time & Location 13:30 – 15:30 – CRU Offices, Dublin 

Chair:  Alan Keegan, CRU 

Attendees: Name Location 

 Lindsay Sharpe, Alice Mooney, Oonagh Delaney RMDS 

Alan Keegan CRU 

Carl Murphy, Emer Corcoran, Peter Warner, Maria 
Hennessy 

ESBN 

Sarah Fuller Gemserv 

Jim Long MRSO 

Andrew McCorriston SSE Airtricity 

Ben Lambon, Gillian Kinsella BGE 

Sean Doolin, Mark Phelan Electric Ireland 

Roisin McCann, Cian Fitzgerald Energia 

Eoin Moran  Flogas 

Olivia Dalton Prepaypower 

Alan Reynolds Panda Power 

Keith Cusack Eirgrid 

Apologies: Lisa Fahy 

Version 
Number 

1.0  

Status  

 

Agenda: 

1.  General 

2.  Actions from Previous IGGs/Conference Calls  

3.  New IGG Actions 

4.  CRU Update 

5.  De-harmonisation Update 

6.  Retail Market Design Update 

7.  MRSO Update 

8.  ESBN Update 

9.  Gemserv Update 

10.  Notice Board Planned Maintenance, Reminders from  IGG, etc. 

11.  AOB 
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1 – General 

 
A Keegan issued an apology on behalf of Lisa Fahy, the CRU Manager for Retail and Smart Metering as 
couldn’t attend the Meeting. He reported that Sarah McAuley has joined the Retail and Smart Metering 
Team in CRU.  
 
L Sharpe enquired if everyone was happy to sign off on the minutes v1.0 of the Conference Call on 24th 
July 2019.  
 
Minutes Approved.  
 

 

2. Actions – Previous Conference Call & IGG 
 

L Sharpe provided the Action Item Update. 
 
3 IGG actions were closed (see IGG slides for list of actions) since the last IGG Meeting (not including this 
current IGG meeting).  
 
Suppliers may email RMDS if they require the closure details for any of these actions. 
 
3 IGG actions have been carried forward.  
 
 

 

Action Items 

 

 

1122 Data Sharing Agreement - ESBN to revert with a position on a proposed Data 
Sharing Agreement (Action 1118). 

Update for 
IGG 

▪ ESBN to provide an update.  
 

Discussion 
at IGG 

▪ C Murphy reported that ESBN should have a draft Data Sharing Agreement for 
circulation by the end of September. 

▪ Action remains open.  
 

Forum Logged: 
IGG 

Assigned to:    ESBN Status:  Action remains Open  Due Date:   
02.10.2019 

 

1129 Low Call Phone Numbers - CRU to contact Com Reg with regard to the changes to 
the low call numbers (1890 etc.) which come into effect in 2022 

Update for 
IGG 

▪ CRU to provide an update.  
 

Discussion at 
IGG 

▪ A Keegan reported that he has spoken with CRU’s Customer Care Manager and IT 
Manager on the matter, but there wasn’t much of an update on it. CRU is currently 
going through the process of its planning for 2020 and budgeting for the next couple of 
years. The CRU strategy includes a goal to change over the number by the end of 
2021. CRU will try and identify a date for the number change and will also engage with 
ESBN and GNI to find any agreed date between the parties. There is scope for a 
shadow number approach to operate.  

▪ Action remains open.  
 

Forum Logged: 
IGG 

Assigned to:    CRU Status:  Action remains Open  Due Date:   
02.10.2019 
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1131 De-activation Codes - CRU to look into the De-activation Code issue raised by SSE 
with the Compliance Team within CRU. RMDS to re-circulate the note issued by 
RMDS on behalf of CRU to MPs in 2018 with regard to IGG Action 1114 

Update for 
IGG 

▪ L Sharpe reported that this issue was raised by SSE. RMDS re-circulated the note that 
had been issued by CRU in 2018. BGE came back with a response which RMDS then 
circulated to the Market after the last IGG 

▪ CRU to provide an update.  
 

Discussion at 
IGG 

▪ A Keegan reported that CRU has been engaging with its Compliance and Enforcement 
team over the last number of weeks on this matter. There haven’t been any de-
activation code issues raised directly with this team for either the requirements in the 
Supplier Handbook or in WP0019. CRU has also engaged with some Suppliers again 
to determine that they can access the Liberty system while following the rules for the 
release of the de-activation codes. CRU is proposing to close this action. However, he 
reminded Suppliers who are having issues with the codes, to raise them directly with 
the CRU Compliance and Enforcement Team. They will investigate and determine if 
Suppliers are compliant with the Working Practice and the requirements in the Supplier 
Handbook.  

▪ S Doolin asked if it is the appropriate mechanism for issues raised at the IGG to be 
directed to the Compliance and Enforcement Team and not come under the remit of 
the IGG.  

▪ A Keegan replied that CRU would prefer that these types of issues go directly to 
Compliance and Enforcement as they are not directly related to Market Design. From a 
customer point of view, such issues should be raised with the Customer Care Team. 
Supplier issues should go directly to the Compliance and Enforcement Team. On this 
particular matter CRU also engaged with Gemserv to see if anything was missing in 
the market assurance process but nothing was glaringly obvious.  

▪ S Fuller added that Gemserv established that the particular Suppliers involved in this 
case had access to the Liberty system and that all new Prepay Suppliers entering the 
Market must have access to Liberty.  

▪ Action deemed closed.  
 

Forum Logged: 
IGG 

Assigned to:   
CRU/RMDS 

Status:  Action deemed Closed Due Date:   
02.10.2019 

 

 

3. Actions – New IGG Actions 
 

No new actions were logged at the IGG. 

New Action Items 

 

 

4.  CRU Update 

 
A Keegan gave the CRU update.  
 

• The CRU has a consultation out on the Supplier Handbook which is closing today. Thanks to 
Suppliers who have engaged with queries on the Handbook and CRU encourages everyone to get 
their responses in on time. CRU is targeting the end of October to publish a decision. It is likely 
that Suppliers will have about twelve months to implement all the changes before the V13.00.00 
Go-live date. 

• CRU has approved a decision on the Profile Removal and Allocation of the Residual Error. The 
paper will be published next week.  

• CRU is in the closing state of procurement for readiness support on the Smart Metering Project 
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specifically on data protection and security. CRU will issue an overview note/plan outlining the 
activities that will be happening over the next six months. CRU will be seeking feedback on this 
probably through the ILG rather than the IGG.  

• CRU approved its decision paper on the Annual Consumer Survey. This should be going out in 
the next week or so.  

• A note was circulated and an update given at the last GMARG about the Annual Supplier Audits. 
Suppliers are urged to contact CRU if they haven’t received this information or don’t know the 
activities associated with this.  
   

 

 

 

5.  De-harmonisation Update 

 
A Keegan gave an update on De-harmonisation.  
 
(An update on de-harmonisation was given at the ReMCoWG which preceded this Meeting). 
 
A Keegan reported that ESBN and NIE Networks are currently working on a report which is due to be 
submitted to the RAs in the next couple of weeks. CRU, through its own feedback from ESBN and NIE 
Networks have been told that there was lots of good engagement and participation in bi-lateral meetings 
over the last few weeks which is positive. He thanked ESBN and NIE Networks for facilitating the bi-
laterials with Suppliers. CRU will digest the report and will engage with the UR and the Network 
Companies before a final position/decision is made.  
 
S Doolin asked if CRU will input into the final decision to separate the systems or will it be a single 
jurisdictional decision, and will CRU endorse it.  
 
A Keegan replied that CRU stated at the ReMCoSG several months ago that it doesn’t officially feel that it 
has a decision to make. CRU has consistently said as far back as the consultation in 2018 is that a 
decision to de-harmonise should not negatively impact on the v13.00.00 release. CRU will be looking for a 
recommendation in the report from ESBN and NIE Networks which is consistent with that view. If there is 
any divergence or something which CRU feels could negatively impact v13.00.00 release and the Go-live 
of Smart Metering, CRU will make its views known.  
 
 
 

 

 

6.  Retail Market Design Update 

 
L Sharpe gave the Retail Market Design Update. 
 
 
Market Release v13.00.00 
 
L Sharpe presented slides on the Scope, the Plan, the MCR re-versioning Plan and the Query Tracker. 
(These slides were previously presented at the ReMCoWG which preceded this meeting).  
 
Refer to slides for full details.  
 
There are seven MCRs included in this release.  
 
Assurance Approach 
 
The Assurance Approach was published out about a month ago. A revised version was issued a couple 
of weeks ago with the revised timelines due to feedback RMDS received from MPs. The IPT dates were 
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moved forward into October/November 2020. 
 
RMDS was originally going to seek approval of the Assurance Approach at this forum but has only 
received feedback from some MPs in the last couple of days. Gemserv is currently working through the 
feedback at the moment. RMDS will look for approval in the next couple of weeks at an extra ordinary 
IGG/WG. 
 
A Keegan added that CRU encourages MPs to feedback within the agreed timelines. Gemserv will 
consider all the feedback and revert with responses and hopefully MPs can convene in the next few 
weeks to approve the Approach. L Sharpe reported that this delay shouldn’t impact on the first 
Questionnaire being issued in Q4, probably October. 
 
Draft Schema 
 
The first draft Schema was issued to MPs at the end of August and another version will be issued to 
MPs at the end of September.  
 
L Sharpe outlined some key dates for the re-versioning of the MCRs. Changes, additions and 
clarifications are currently being made to the seven MCRs. There are no design changes.  
 

• On the week beginning 7th October, ReMCoDS will circulate all seven MCRs. 

• ReMCoDS will host a workshop on the week beginning 14th October to answer questions on the 
MCRs and to run through any changes and clarifications. 

• To accommodate changes from the workshop, ReMCoDS will reissue re-versioned MCRs on the 
week beginning 28th October (as requested at the ReMCoWG which preceded this Meeting, RMDS 
will look to see if this date can be brought forward). 

• ReMCoDS will seek approval for the updated MCRs at the next ReMCoWG on 6th November.   
 
Query Tracker 
 
RMDS has set up a Smart Metering query tracker whereby all design queries can be logged and viewed 
by MPs. 
 
 
Updates  
 
 
SoLR Review Exercise 
 
The SOLR Review Exercise is continuing to progress. 
 
 
LTCA 
 
L Sharpe presented slides on LTCA. 
 
Refer to slides for full details.  
 
L Sharpe reported that the Final Recommendation Report was approved by CRU on 8th August which 
brings to a close a working group that was in place for a number of years. 
 
L Sharpe gave a recap of what the LTCA working Group’s remit was set up to do:  
 
The Working Group was put together and appointed Deloitte to develop a design for an Outside 
Settlement Determination (OSD) process for long term consumption adjustments.  
 
Deloitte presented a high-level report which included indicative costs for both initial setup and an 
ongoing operation of the process. The Working Group concluded that, while the high-level design 
reflected the scope and principles agreed, the costs made the solution unviable. The Working Group 
concluded that a systemic OSD solution was not a cost-efficient response to the occurrence of LTCA 
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and work on that solution should cease. Instead the Working Group put forward in their 
recommendations some actions which might be taken to reduce the instances of LTCA. 
 
L Sharpe outlined the six actions. 
 
Refer to slides for full details.  
 
B Lambon stated that BGE is happy with the Report and the initiatives.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

7.  MRSO Update 

 
J Long gave the MRSO update.  
 
He presented the abbreviated version of the MRSO Presentation. This version outlines Debt Flagging, 
Objections and any other key items that have come to light during the month. It now includes the number 
of Automated Debt Flagging figures (IGG Action 1023). The full standardised slide pack is available under 
the Reference Section on the RMDS Website and provides the status of Change of Supplier related 
activity in the ROI Market.   
 
Refer to slides for details. 
 
 
 

 

 

8.  ESB Networks Update 

 
C Murphy, Peter Warner and Emer Corcoran presented the ESBN update.  
 
C Murphy firstly stated that the 2nd September 2019 marked a momentous day on the Smart Metering 
Project with the installation of the first Smart Meter which is the culmination of a huge amount of work 
across ESBN and the wider industry over a number of years.  
 
He introduced Peter Warner (Manager of Meter Reading) and Maria Hennessy (Team Leader of the LTNA 
Team) to give a presentation on LTNA.  
 
 
LTNA (Long Term No Access) 
 
 
P Warner, presented slides on LTNA. He outlined slides on SLA Summary, Work done by the LNTA Team 
on an ongoing basis, Work done since the last LNTA session last year, sample figures from Q2 and 
Findings. 
 
Refer to slides for details. 
 
P Warner reported that he has just received a sample worksheet that an ESBN Meter Reader filled out to 
discuss at this forum.  
 
He reported that the sheet contains the meter reader’s schedule for 41 calendar days. Meter Readers are 
asked after the second visit to the customer in a year without a reading, to give comments on each 
premise.  

https://rmdservice.com/mrso-slides/
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He read out the comments the meter reader had noted such as “definitely someone at home but not letting 
me in” or “absolutely vacant”. If it is “not letting us in”, ESBN might log a call to the local area asking them 
to call or send a letter to the customer. That is the level of detail being obtained.  
 
He highlighted three particular examples on this sample readers’ schedule, firstly a “move in done to an 
estimated reading, last read in 2017”, secondly a “move in done, last read in 2012 and done to an 
estimated reading“ and lastly “last read in March 2016 and done to an estimated reading”. This is 
highlighting that there are times when Suppliers have Customers on the phone or by email and are not 
getting readings from them. These are three cases whereby the Suppliers could have obtained the reading 
from the Customer. ESBN needs support from Suppliers in such cases, especially the CoS Move in/Move 
out process.  
 
P Warner can’t understand when Suppliers are dealing with Customers who are moving into premises that 
haven’t been read since 2012, for example, that they would not ask the Customer for a read. ESBN is 
certain there are times where Suppliers get Move out/Move In readings but don’t pass these onto ESBN. 
ESBN gets this feedback from campaigns as it often gets a response from a Customer saying that they 
have left the premise and have given the reading to the Supplier. This is happening from a good 
percentage of Customers and not just one or two. ESBN often follows up with Suppliers on these cases, 
and when ESBN probes the Supplier, the Supplier will often say that they have a reading. ESBN has 
between 48,000 and 51,000 LTNAs every month. Providing readings to ESBN also allows it to focus on 
reducing the more difficult LTNA cases. 
 
B Lambon stated that BGE understands that ESBN LTNA is a very busy team and that the number of 
contacts with customers each year is very impressive. 
 
C Murphy added that there are almost nine million contacts made by the Meter Reading Team to homes 
and premises around the country every year.  
 
M Hennessey reported that two years ago, she had a direct point of contact with Irish Water and sent them 
an LTNA list and both organisations were working together to try and get that list down. Initially, it was a 
2,000 LTNA list, and is now down to 400. To have a point of contact is very important.  
 
P Warner added that Suppliers have opportunities by calling to doors etc and have a chance to get a 
reading from Customers, to pass to ESBN. If the number of LNTAs reduces as a result, then ESBN can 
put a lot more time and energy into the older LTNAs.  
 
A McCorriston asked if ESBN shares the list of LTNAs with Suppliers.  
 
P Warner replied that ESBN sends the lists quarterly to Suppliers but there are times when they hear 
nothing back from the Suppliers on this.  ESBN would welcome contact from Suppliers at any time, and 
Suppliers don’t have to wait every three months to contact ESBN on the matter of LTNA.  
 
C Murphy added that regarding PAYG meters, some Customer’s may have the impression that because 
they have a PAYG Meter they may no longer have to get their meter read, which is not the case.  
 
B Lambon asked if Suppliers could get a reminder of the LTNA mailbox. 
 
P Warner replied that it is: ltnareadings@esb.ie 

 
MPs thanked ESBN for the presentation.  
 
 
Market Release V12.00.00  
 
Eircode Batch Updates Process. 
 
E Corcoran presented a slide on the Eircode Batch Updates Process. 
 

mailto:ltnareadings@esb.ie
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Refer to slide for details. 
 
The planned 1.4M batch update of Eircodes completed on 31st July. Eircodes can now be viewed within 
the ROI RMP Extranet and Downloadable Files. Normal operations can resume so Eircodes updates can 
come through on the CoS 013MM process.  
 
 
Market Release V13.00.00  
 
Smart Non-Participation Code. 
 
E Corcoran presented a slide on the Smart Non-Participation Code 
 
Refer to slide for details. 
 
At the ILG in August, ESBN Smart committed that it was going to provide a list of MPRNs on a monthly 
basis for customers where the non-participation code had been applied. So, the first list is going to issue 
on 25th September and then on every Wednesday of every month up until v13.00.00 goes live.  
 
She reminded MPs who haven’t contacted RMDS that this is going to be a separate dedicated distribution 
list so they should provide a contact to RMDS before 25th September if they wish to get the list.  
 
 
 

 

 

9.  Gemserv Update 

 
S Fuller gave the Gemserv update.  
 
Refer to slides for details. 
 
New Entrants 

 

• 1 Large Supplier in progress - In the Final Reporting stage 

• 1 Small to Large Supplier Re Qualification in progress – in BSA stage  

• 1 Existing Large Supplier is entering a new Market Segment and is in the application and planning 
stage.  

 
TIBCO Hub Upgrade 
 

• The Assurance Approach has been approved by CRU.   

• Formal Assessment of ESBN has been performed. 

• IPT is underway and is finishing today 13/09/2019.  

• Key dates – IPT window is open from 02/13 September. 
– Cutover 05/06 October.  

 
V13.00.00 Release 
 

• Assurance Approach issued in Q3 for approval in the September IGG.  

• Comments were received from MPs that IPT window is too early. As a result, IPT window was 
moved from Sep/October 2020 to Oct/Nov 2020. Thanks to Suppliers who provided comments. 

• Further comments received from MPs. A number of comments have been incorporated into the 
Assurance Approach.  

• Responses are imminent.  

• Gemserv is hoping to add the approval of the Assurance Approach added to the Agenda of the 
Extraordinary IGG/ReMCoWG 
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10.  Notice Board: Planned Maintenance, Reminders from IGG etc. 

 
L Sharpe provided the outage update. 
 
 
Outages 
 

• There is a planned outage for SAP IS-U on Sunday 15st September (usual 3rd Sunday in the 
month) from 08:00 to 18:00 to facilitate SAN Storage Migration.  

• Full outage details are available, as usual, on the RMDS Website. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

11.  AOB 

 
No items were raised in AOB. 
 
 
Next Conference call:   
 

• 2nd October 2019.  
 
 
Next IGG:  
  

• 6th November 2019 in Belfast.   
 
 

https://rmdservice.com/2018-outages/
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Retail Market Design Service 

39, Merrion Square East, Dublin D02  NP96.    T +353-1-669 2410;    info@rmdservice.com;    www.rmdservice.com 


